Entrance to the Department of Mathematics
How to find us?

**From Airport to City Center:**

By bus

Take bus 3247 at the airport until the last stop at "Termibus" (city bus station), the journey takes about 15-20 minutes and buses run every half hour from 6:30 to 22:30, it costs about 1.50€.

By taxi

Journey duration to Bilbao centre: about 20 minutes
Price: about 25€

**From Airport to the Campus in Leioa:**

By taxi:

Journey duration to the campus: about 15 minutes
Price: slightly less than 20€

By bus:

There are no direct buses, you must go to “Termibus” and take the bus there to the campus (very inefficient!)

**From Train Station (Abando) to the Campus in Leioa:**

By bus:

The last bus from Abando to the Campus is at 14:00 (bus number 2324) just outside the building (Hurtado de Amézaga Street). Other option is from Zabalburu (Juan de Garay Street) which is not far away from the bus station, but the last bus is at 14:30 (number 2312).

The last option is from the main bus station, called “Termibus”. One can go there by metro (Station: San Mamés) and take there the buses to the Campus, which leave every half an hour (number 2318). The bus departs from Luis Briñás street, just outside Termibus. The schedules for this bus are:

Departure from Bilbao: 7:00-18:00 every 30 min.
Departure from Leioa campus: 10:00-21:00 every 30 min.
At the Campus:

We are located in the Faculty of Science and Technology, near the Department of Mathematics (so take the entrance indicated in the map). Once you come in by this entrance, go upstairs by the stairs next to the entrance and go leftwards on the corridor. There you will find our offices.